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MAXILATOR
Model

Description

Wt

List Price
FOB JSW

MXE-SS

Accumagrapple Elite - with welded Skid Steer Mount
Accumulator with Grapple, 8 to 10 bales, bale may be
from 36" to 41". Thermoplastic coating, gather and load
from either side of your trailer with one piece of
equipment. Hydraulic Hoses included
Dimensions: 97" L x 77" W x 26.5" H

854

4,995.00

MXE-GE

Accumagrapple Elite - with Global/Euro Mount
Accumulator with Grapple, 8 to 10 bales, bale may be
from 36" to 41". Thermoplastic coating, gather and load
from either side of your trailer with one piece of
equipment. Hydraulic Hoses included
Dimensions: 95" L x 77" W x 26.5" H

803

4,995.00

MXE-NM
Accumagrapple Elite - with NO Mount
Add Mounting Brackets to complete MXE-NM
Worksaver bolt-on Universal Skid Steer mount
831110
95
For additional mounts - go to JSW / Worksaver "Interfacing Quick Attach Brackets"
The Grapple is not designed for compact tractor mounts

4,895.00

Hay Handling Equipment

Model
MXS-SS

Description

Wt

Bale Slicer with welded Skid Steer Mount
Hydraulic Hoses included
Open height - 84", closed height - 42"
Width 50" without spears, 89" with spears in the machine
Length - 91", hydraulic connection double-acting

1496

364.00

List Price
FOB GA
8,760.00

Easily ration bales by splitting them in half
Retains plastic wrap and netting
Preprocess bales for mixers
Reduces grinding time by up to 50%, reducing wear & tear on your
equipment

MXS-GEM

Bale Slicer with Global/Euro Mount
Hydraulic Hoses included
Open height - 84", closed height - 42"
Width 50" without spears, 89" with spears in the machine
Length - 91", hydraulic connection double-acting

1432

8,760.00

Easily ration bales by splitting them in half
Retains plastic wrap and netting
Preprocess bales for mixers
Reduces grinding time by up to 50%, reducing wear & tear on your
equipment
Printed price sheets are for spec reference only. VERIFY ALL PRICES at www.jswoodhouse.com or call for price.

MAXILATOR

Prices do not include dealer set up or freight
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MAXILATOR

Model
MXC-SS
MXC-GE
MXC-CM

Description

Wt

Bale Cracker w/Skid Steer mount
Bale Cracker w/Global/Euro mount
Bale Cracker w/Custom mount - not included in price specify needs for mount

690
690
690

Length
Width
Height
Weight

List Price
FOB GA
5,020.00
5,020.00
5,020.00

83"
67" open
46" closed
43"
690 lbs

Hydraulic Requirements:
• one double acting hydraulic circuit with at least 1900 PSI
• 12 volts power supply from the source

Bale Cracker easily cuts through plastic wrap, net wrap and twine. A single operator can pick up, move and
unwrap bales up to 5’ and 6’ without leaving their seat. The wrapping is remotely released for maximum
efficiency. Its patented Wrap Retention Mechanism pierces a bales covering while a simple knife section
using common sickle bar mower blades cuts through net and wrapping material. Once the net is cut and
firmly gripped one fork pivots up and away from the bale allowing the bale to drop to the ground while the
wrapping lifts up and away.

Printed price sheets are for spec reference only. VERIFY ALL PRICES at www.jswoodhouse.com or call for price.

MAXILATOR

Prices do not include dealer set up or freight

